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Our project 
In this project, we had to create a whole new country, not only taking into account 
its physical features but its political and governmental aspects that we have learned 
throughout the year in our class. Firstly, We had to create our own country name and 
its flag with its symbols. Then, provide a relative and absolute location of the 
country, showing into consideration its main export countries and a realistic 
climate and population. The type of government, structure and the law making 
process is also explained. the type of economy, agriculture and currency are also 
created. Finally, the military assets and the basic law that rules country was created.



Name of country, flag and its symbols 

Name of country: Greenwish which 
represents the desire of living in a 
green environment.

Flag: blue, yellow, green and bee in 
the middle

- Yellow: sun
- Green: land
- Blue: water

- Symbol:

- Bee: symbolizes community, 
brightness and personal power.



Geography
- Greenwish is the new portugal 

with its coordinates being 
39.3999° N, 8.2245° W



Climate and 
population

- Population: 5.3 
million citizens

- Climate: Temperatures 
are warm, raging from 
50 to 80 degrees 
fahrenheit.



Language

The language is called Navicav.

- Hello = Wurutu
- Thank you = Brenz
- Food = Jukyp
- Animal = Yruti
- Technology = Safnariki
- Energy = Inhily
- Sleep = Tolius
- Transportation = piljiy
- House = bawiyng



Basic religion, cults or beliefs

Religion:

- Suruku is  a polytheistic faith centered around belief in many 
gods and goddess.

- Their central message is to live a sustainable and kind life.
- They respect every living creature.

Gods:

Miniru: god of water

Stuki: god of the land

Kirir: goddess of the sun and 
the energy

Spiti: god of life, of all living 
creatures

Reunion centers:

- They pray to their gods and goddess in the outside world, 
surrounded by nature, they connect with their gods and 
goddess wherever there is nature.



Culture
Six unique traditions that Greenwishes love to 
love

- Tiruti: day to praise the land
- Skrutu: first day of school
- Beesti: national day of bees
- Awiupi: national day of kindness
- Ubiopi: national day of cleaning the oceans
- Okioli: national day of gratitude

Music:

- Music ranges from jazz, to reggae 
and even hip hop.

Art:

- Sustainable architecture is the 
core of the industry of art.



Type of Government

Greenwish's government is an oligarchy structure, where the power relies on a small group of people.In order 
to qualify, certain specifications need to be passed, but besides that, anyone can apply to be a member of the 
Greenwish government.  It is a parliamentary representative democratic republic

Requirements to  qualify for a position in each committee:

- Be at least older than 30 years
- Eco-friendly
- be a resident in GREenwish for at least 14 years.

The term lenght of each position in every committee is 3 years



Type of Government

- It  consists of 12 committes that are the body of the government.
- Each committee is in charge of an aspect that affects not only the government but 

society as a whole.
- The people chose the president of the committe and the rest of the members of the 

committe are chosen by the presidents of each committe
- Each committe is composed of: President, Vice President, representative,  Secretary, 

Treasurer.



Government Structure



Government Structure
12 presidents of each committee:

Head of government and 
Head of State: 12 members 

of Greenwish

- Urban development:rem koolhaas
- Labor: Michael Landau
- Environment: greta thunberg
- Health and Human Services: bernie sanders
- Education: michelle obama
- Technology: bill gates
- Transportation: elon musk

- defense:Robert kardashian
- Foreign Affairs: Nancy pelosi
- Finance/Economic Affairs: Warren Buffett
- Communications: Mark Zuckerberg
- Legislative: Jacinda Arden
- Executive: Sanna Marin
- Judiciary: Alexandria Ocasio



How are laws made 

Some requirements are established In order for a law to pass:

1. Be submitted to the respective committee, where high representatives revise it.
2. Then it is voted on by the the labor group.
3. Later, it is voted on by the high representatives.
4. If it passes then it is submitted to the 12 members, where they will finally vote 

on and if it passes it becomes a law.



Examples of Basic Laws 

1. Equal voting act: citizens 18 and over have the right to vote and this shall 
never be compromised by religion, race and gender.

2. Clean act: every large establishment needs to be inspectionized by the 
environmental committee (air emissions produces by establishment or if 
possible pollutants are being used) in order to open.

3. freedom of speech act: free expression,  right of the people peaceably to 
assemble and petition the government for redress of grievances



Money
In Greenwish, the currency used is called Sigaru◬.

- Sigaru is an electronic money system, it helps conserve the environment by not producing 
paper dollars or coins.

- ◬1.oo= $4.23 dollar
- ◬1.00= £3.62 Sterling Pound
- ◬1.00= €3.99 Euro Free market: Supply and demand 

has little government control.

Type of Economy



Type of Agriculture

Greenwish aims to have an all organic farming system, where various techniques such as 
vermicomposting, crop rotation, green manure, Animal Husbandry, Bio fertilizers and 
biological pest control are used.

Organic farming supports the crop yield and quality of production since it benefits the 
ecosystem's nutrition,  quality of food and is free from toxic chemicals. In addition, it has a 
low input cost since it uses animals to till the land, manures (organic matter used as 
organic fertilizer) which are easily available and they can prepare their own, and the bio 
fertilizers are prepared with low cost



Type of Industry

Imports:

Electronic and computer 
equipments, cosmetics, solar 
panels and jewelry.

Main export partners:

- Switzerland
- Denmark
- France
- Malta
- sweden

Exports:

wind turbines, pharmaceuticals, 
machinery and instruments, 
vegetables, fruits, fish, furniture and 
design.



Military
Due to Greenwish being one of the most peaceful nations in the World, a standing army is 
not necessary.

- Nevertheless, it still maintains an air defense system, an extensive militarised coast 
guard, police service and a tactical police force.



Basic Law of Greenwish

Greenwish aims to Prosper economically, socially and 
culturally while providing a safe and peaceful 
environment for all.



World Organizations or Treaties 

Most important Treaties:

Montreal Protocol:International treaty designed to protect the ozone layer by phasing out the 
production of numerous substances that are responsible for ozone depletion.

Geneva Conventions:The Geneva Conventions comprise four treaties, and three additional 
protocols, that establish the standards of international law for humanintarian treatment in 
war.

UN Convention to Combat Desertification: UNCCD is a Convention to combat desertification 
and mitigate the effects of drought through national action programs that incorporate long-
term strategies supports by international cooperation and partnership arrangements.



World Organizations or Treaties 

Convention on the Rights of the Child: CRC or UNCRC is a human rights treaty which sets out the 
civil, political, economic, social, health and cultural rights of children.

UN Framework Convention on Climate Change:It is an international environmental treaty, 
whose objective is to stabilize greenhouse gas concentrations in the atmosphere at a level that 
would prevent dangerous anthropogenic interference with the climate system.

Constitution of the World Health Organization: WHO is a specialized agency of the UN 
responsible for international public health.
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